
Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
F sign model Widespread The original VC model (#1) centers a white panel on a 

blue ground.  When creating F signs, most CPs raised the 
panel to add space for text, arrows, and other symbols. 
The EA’s 3 F signs (#2-4) did the same.  

Neither design affects comprehension directly, but less 
space reduces legibility.  This lowers comprehension 
indirectly from a farther distance, which means less time 
and longer off-the-road glances to discern the smaller 
text or symbol.  Also, light-colors on dark grounds are 
harder to see than dark colors on light-colored grounds.  

A solution is to use H panels, but this means more cost –
perhaps as much as double the cost.  

#5-7 and #11-13 are real signs; #8-10 and 14-16 are the 
same signs with centered panels. 
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
FILLING STATIONS   Alternative fuels   Electric vehicle charging stations 

Green fuels Widespread R.E.2’s symbols (e.g., #1) for alternative fuel pumps are 
blue and behind the symbol for traditional fossil fuels.  
Some CPs changed the alternative fuel color to green 
and moved its pump to the front.  If the VC adds one or 
more signs for the different fuels, #2 is a better choice. 

Charging 
stations for 
electric vehicles

Widespread A large variety of symbols exists beyond the 4 that WP.1  
sanctioned.  The symbols are used on standalone signs 
or on H panels paired with signs for parking and for no 
parking.  The symbols are seen in black, white, or green.  

Despite the immense variety, the signs appear to be 
understandable.  

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE   Tires

Tire Repair / 
Tire Pressure

Many CPs;
Many NCPs

Tire service signs indicating where damaged tires may be 
repaired or replaced and where tire pressure may be 
measured and adjusted.  Air for tires is free or not free 
depending on the country.  Other CP signs for vehicle 
care are for testing, car wash, and towing service.  

See also Inspection in section D. 
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
RENTALS   Cars   Motorcycles   Cycles   

Vehicle rental Widespread The most frequently used symbol for rental is a 
horizontal key.  

Results of 2 tests of car rental signs for inclusion in the 
US national sign code did not meet the US standard for 
comprehension.  

Comprehension A 20%, 21%.; B 16%, 17%; C 205, 45%. 

EMERGENCY SERVICE   Police station   Phone number

Police station / 
Police post 

Worldwide The symbols for police vary country by country.  Some of 
these symbols (#8, #12) are identical to those used in 
other countries for customs control.  

Central America has the same symbol with different text 
for 5 purposes.  

Emergency phone 
number

Worldwide Emergency numbers are a worldwide service, but the 
number is not the same everywhere.  E.g.,                  .
Posting the number in strategic 
locations would be helpful to visitors.
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
HEALTH   Doctors   Veterinarians   Pharmacies 

Medical services 1 CP Italy’s sign stands for mobile clinic. 

Veterinary 
services

2 NCPs As more hotels allow guests to bring pets and travel with 
pets increases, the need for veterinary services may also 
increase away from home.  

Pharmacies 1 CP; 
Many NCPs

Pharmacies in all countries have symbols at their 
locations, but only one CP has a road sign in the national 
code for direction to pharmacy.  

Signs for pharmacies that are always open have special 
importance. Widespread

SCHOOL   Student protection

School crossing 
guards

Widespread Most, but not all, CP signs are designed as model F.  
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
COMMERCE   Shopping 

Shopping center Widespread The shopping cart is the most frequently seen symbol.  
Some CPs define it as supermarket.  Portugal’s symbol 
(#3) is a cart filled with food.  Some Western Hemisphere 
countries use a shopping bag symbol.  This better 
suggests a shopping mall, but a lot of detail will reduce 
legibility (#7) and absence of detail, as in Chile’s sign 
(#8), may reduce comprehension.  

RECREATION   Beach   Tourism 

Beach for 
swimming 

Widespread The EA has a nonspecific sign for swimming facility, 
which may be available indoors in a pool or outdoors in a 
pool or in coastal waters.  NCPs tend to have separate 
signs for pools and the natural environment.  Some CPs 
place their beach signs in the tourist category, whereas 
most NCPs do not.  
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Tourist 
information / 
attractions / 
routes

Widespread Though the symbols vary, the color brown has become 
universal for tourism signs among CPs and NCPs.  The 
grounds and often the symbols on F and G signs are 
brown when the signs’ main purpose is to inform and 
direct tourists.  Should the VC therefore adopt brown for 
tourism signs?  

DESIGN DETAILS   Extinguisher example 

Flame 
extinguisher

Widespread Some CPs adopted the VC symbol (#9) exactly or almost 
exactly, while others use different designs in red, black, 
or white.  At least 4 CPs have black extinguishers, all in 
the act of dousing flames that are red, black, or white.  
The VC stipulates a red symbol, which appears to be a 
good way to harmonize it.  Extinguishers in action seem 
unnecessary and may lower legibility.  However, research 
by IRSCEP team members revealed minor variations in 
symbol design do not significantly impair driver 
comprehension or response time. 
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
ROAD CONFIGURATION   Interchanges   Motorway exits   Ring roads   Direction reversal

Motorway 
interchange

Widespread Though there are several types of interchanges, aside 
from color variation, one universal symbol has emerged. 
I-SCT’s average in 3 countries: #1’s comprehension 69%.  
#1 was defined as motorway entry/junction. 

Exit or last exit 
from motorway

Widespread The last exit may be permanent due to motorway end or 
temporary due to closure at any point along the 
motorway.  On the road, the exit symbol 
would be accompanied by its exit number.  

Ring road Widespread The disharmonization may be sufficient for a uniform 
symbol to be considered.  

In countries where driving is on the road’s right-hand 
side (#8, #11), a symbol with counterclockwise 
movement would be preferable.  

The space beside R (#13) is for adding the ring number.  

Direction to ring 
road

Widespread Same as above.  

Many European countries use dashed lines, as in #15, to 
indicate direction to a road.  
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Motorway areas 
for direction 
reversal

Widespread Mexico’s signs (#3-4) indicate whether turnaround lane 
is an overpass or underpass.  

Turkey’s specific signs, which are 
labeled U turn, illustrate whether 
to use the left or right lane 
for turning around. 

LANES   Turnaround areas   U turns   Passing places   Overtaking lanes   Hard shoulders   Breakdown areas   Merges 

Turnaround 
areas for trucks

2 CPs;
1 NCP

These signs apply to  all large vehicles, such as buses. 

Sweden’s signs for turnaround area place the emphasis 
on no parking and no stopping. 

U turn 
permitted

Many CPs; 
Many NCPs

Instead of a rectangular sign, many CPs and NCPs 
use a D sign for U turn permitted.  It is therefore
imperative that the VC add the correct sign.  At 
least 8 CPs have a sign (#11) permitting double U turns.  

U turn warning 1 CP India’s A sign is called gap in median.  The gap is not at 
an intersection.  Vehicles on either side may execute U 
turns.  Pedestrians and cyclists may cross through the 
gap.  These hazards aside, informing road users to 
expect U turning vehicles may be worthwhile.  
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Passing places A few CPs; 

A few NCPs
A short wider section of road on narrow rural roads 
allows slow vehicles to pull in and stop so faster vehicles 
may pass them.  Due to the amount of oncoming 
crashes in rural areas that occur when impatient drivers 
attempt to overtake slow vehicles, passing places are an 
important road safety feature requiring understandable 
signs.  #1 and #6 too closely resemble E18.  The letter M 
may also be problematic because M has other unrelated 
meanings.  

Overtaking 
lanes

A few CPs; 
Many NCPs 

Should the VC contain an example of the start (#7-9) and 
end (#10-11) of an overtaking lane?  

Hard shoulders Many CPs; 
Some NCPs 

To alleviate congestion during peak hours, use of hard 
shoulders as traffic lanes may be permitted.  VMS 
indicate where use starts (#12), where it is ending (#13), 
and the point at which to leave (#14).  
According to R.E.2, #12-14 are E category signs. 
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Breakdown area 2 CPs When not in use as traffic lanes on motorways, hard 

shoulders are the breakdown areas.  These signs are part 
of E18.  

See also VMS section.  

Double lane 
merge with & 
without lane loss

1 NCP Without lane loss may mean without immediate lane 
loss.  

Single lane 
merge with & 
without lane loss

4 CPs; 
3 NCPs

Few countries include examples of lane merges in their 
national codes from the merging road user’s view.  

Double lane 
merge with & 
without lane loss

1 CP; 
1 NCP

Same as above.  

Equal merge Nordic CPs; 
Many NCPs 

Alternate merging, also called zipper merging, is 
inherent in the equal merge concept.  

Many CPs and a few NCPs use large board signs in 
various colors to illustrate the zipper merge, which they 
usually apply more broadly than only to equal merges.  
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
ROUTES   Pedestrians   Cycles   Place identification   Road classification   Urban center   Evacuation   Diversion   General speed limits

Direction to safe 
crossing

Many NCPs C3i prohibits crossing or entry, but does not guide 
pedestrians to another route.  

Escalators for 
overpasses & 
underpasses

1 CP; 
A few NCPs 

Many cities have escalators or long ramps 
for overpasses and underpasses, yet their 
signs display stairs.  Replacing the signs where 
applicable may attract more pedestrians to 
the safer crossings.  

Route for cycles Widespread Despite many variations in style, the cycle symbol 
delivers a clear message.  

Many CPs have diversion signs, such as #10, specifically 
for cycles, but not in red.  

Indirect left turn A few CPs; 
A few NCPs

Also called a hook turn, this pathway for changing 
direction is seen as a safety measure for cyclists.  Most 
follow this route, but not all cyclists agree that these 
turns are safe.  
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Route to 
mountain bike 
trail

2 CPs;
A few NCPs

Very few CPs have a sign for mountain bike trails.  Is it 
needed to differentiate mountain biking from ordinary 
cycle routes?  

Place 
identification

Widespread The VC mentions mountain pass as an example of place 
identification.  #9 and #11 have the symbol most often 
used in Eastern Europe.  #10 is a former Slovakian 
symbol.  #12-14 are CP symbols for bridges or viaducts.  
Adding these 2 symbols should be considered.  

Road 
identification 
number 

Worldwide No harmonization exists among these numbers.  Any 
attempt at creating a degree of uniformity would be 
difficult. 
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Some G symbols are not used independently, but are 
displayed on direction signs with specific destinations. 

Urban center European CPs; 
A few NCPs

The choice is between a symbolic and a text sign.  Design 
of the ring symbols varies from 1 to 4 rings.  The green 
color of #8 designates a cycle route to the urban center.  
Re #11, some countries use “C” for congestion charging. 

Madrid’s new symbol (#12) is posted as an independent 
road sign and road marking, with the text “distrito 
central” or “Madrid central”, at the entrances to the 
urban center.  It is In effect a zone sign.  The symbol is 
also on signs for “no entry except for authorized vehicles” 
that are intended to control emissions.  

I-SCT’s average in 3 countries: A’s comprehension 8%; 
B’s comprehension 11; C’s comprehension 11%.  
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
The 5 current and 1 proposed VC emergency signs guide 
individuals to safety over short distances.  By contrast, 
evacuation signs guide large populations to safe areas in 
the event of a disaster.  Should the VC have a sign model 
for mass evacuation and symbols for the main disasters 
– wildfire, volcanic eruption, earthquake, hurricane, 
flood, tsunami, avalanche, and radiation leak?   

Wildfire 
evacuation route

US, Latin 
America

As part of a disaster management system, each disaster 
has green signs with directional arrows (#2), a safety 
zone H panel (#3), and the nearest specific safe location 
and its distance from the H panel (#4).   

Volcano 
evacuation route

US, Asia, 
Latin America 

Same as above. 

Earthquake 
evacuation route

US, Asia Fewer signs exist for earthquakes likely because they 
occur with almost no warning.  
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Hurricane/typhoon 
evacuation route

US Safe route signs for hurricanes are mainly for their 
consequence, i.e., flooding.  

Flooded road 1 CP This sign, the opposite of emergency route signs, steers 
road users away from danger.  

Flood evacuation 
route, due to rain

Worldwide Most Latin American and Japanese emergency signs are 
green, compatible with G23-24, but some use blue. 

Flood evacuation 
route, due to dam 
failure

US Separate evacuation route signs for pedestrians and 
motor vehicle are rare.  

Tsunami 
evacuation route

Coastal areas 
of NCPs

Some evacuation signs (e.g., #6) indicate the safe 
destination, an outdoor or indoor place of shelter.  
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Avalanche 
evacuation route

Several NCPs The avalanches may consist of snow, mud slides, rocks, 
or debris and soil.  

Hazardous 
materials leak

Several NCPs Generic emergency signs used may be used for radiation 
or hazardous chemical leaks. 

Gathering place 
for evacuees 

Widespread The signs may pertain to assemblage for any reason or 
for specific disasters.  #1-2 are used often, but many 
other sign designs exist and they are not harmonized 
with these.  

Shelter for 
evacuees

Widespread Shelter signs may represent lodging for short or long 
periods of time.  

The US has shelters for disaster victims requiring specific 
types of medical treatment. 

Disaster 
response route

1 NCP The route is for emergency personnel.  Non-emergency 
vehicles must avoid this route during a major disaster. 
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Diversion Worldwide Ground colors vary and are usually yellow, light orange, 

or dark orange.  Finland’s sign (#3) with its unique blue 
ground indicates temporary route by the color of the 
route line and truck symbol.  

The message concerning the route to follow seems 
equally clear on all these diversion signs whether or not 
road users understand the routes are temporary.  

Less clear may be whether the routes are mandatory (#1 
and #4) or advisory (#2-3).  

General speed 
limits

Widespread 
mainly in 
Europe

The mental workload for drivers is proportional to the 
number of elements (symbols and/or text) that are on 
one sign.  Numerous studies have shown 4 elements to 
be the maximum that drivers can absorb at a glance.  
However, if complex signs are posted where stopping or 
driving very slowly is possible, then drivers will have the 
time to ascertain the full message.  
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Some countries have very large H sections containing 
all symbols that apply to more than one other section.  

SYMBOLS   Indoor   X   TIME Days   Parking   WEATHER Rain/Snow  BENDS   Hairpins   LEVEL CROSSINGS   Tracks   ROAD USERS   Vulnerable   Motorized  

Indoor Widespread This is a dependent symbol, i.e., it is not used alone.  
Although all versions seem comprehensible, having 
different symbols for indoor and open shelter would be 
beneficial.  The indoor symbol 
pertains to and is seen on 
many other signs.

Sheltered A few CPs This dependent symbol is used 
most often for sheltered area.  

Closed / 
Inactive / 
Prohibited / 
End of… 

Many CPs; 
Many NCPs 

The X, usually in red, is another dependent symbol.  Its 
various meanings may cause confusion.  

#8-9:  Closed     
#10:  Not working      
#11-14:  Prohibited 
#15:  End of requirement (may be mistaken for 

for an order to switch off beams)   

Additional Panels, H
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
The 4th dependent symbol is the downward right-to-
left red slash.  Some CPs use the slash to mean inactive 
or prohibited, which in certain instances 
may be confused with “end of…”.

Daytime / 
Nighttime

NCPs in Africa #4-5 are also used with warning signs, 
e.g., where nocturnal animals cross roads. 

#6: Weekdays 
#7-8: Weekends & 
national holidays 

E European CPs Some CPs use both symbols in black, but red provides 
better differentiation.  This system is not for countries 
whose Saturday/Sunday 
parking rules differ.  

Parking time limits Worldwide Symbols for meters and discs may be harmonized.  
However, the many variations in time limit text 
(minutes, hours, days, and their combinations) would 
need special study for recommendations to be made.  

See also time limits in section E.  

Additional Panels, H
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Loading & 
unloading area

Widespread For signs, “loading” includes unloading.  The H panel is 
part of parking or no parking signs that almost always 
stipulate days and hours.  
Forklift A signs or H panels may be
posted in this area. 

See loading symbols in section E.  

Rain European CPs & 
NCPs; 
Asian NCPs

Europe’s main symbol is a cloud in 1 of 3 colors, usually 
black.  A few European CP’s use the umbrella symbol 
and some place 2 symbols on the H panel.  

Asia’s main symbol is an umbrella, 
but China has warning VMS for 
heavy rain and thunderstorms. 

Snowplows 7 European CPs;
A few NCPs

The H panel may be accompanied by an overtaking 
prohibition and no parking signs.  The H panel symbols 
of all the CPs appear to be harmonized. 

Snowblowers 2 NCPs Some NCPs warn of snowblowing near 
traffic lanes.  One NCP prohibits it along 
motorways. 

Additional Panels, H
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Number of 
hairpin bends

European CPs; 
2 European NCPs 

Some CP mountain roads have signs for the number of 
bends.  Italy informs drivers at each bend of how many 
bends remain (#7).  The number of bends may be as 
high as 40 or 50.  

Example of the Slovakian warning sign

Level crossing 
track 
configuration

Several CPs;
Many NCPs

The NCPs having warning signs for track configuration 
do not need H panels.  Several European CPs and NCPs 
have created H panels for diagonal level crossings.  
When the level crossing is on a side road, H panels with 
arrows are used.  Some CPs use arrow signs that give an 
incorrect impression of the crossing’s exact location.  

Look both ways Widespread The message supplements A28b and is delivered in 
various ways.  The H panels, seen at level crossings, may 
also be applied to pedestrian 
crossing E signs.  

Deaf pedestrian;
Deaf driver or 
rider 

At least 6 CPs;
A few NCPs

Some CPs and NCPs use #14, which is compatible with 
R.E.2.’s symbol                 for blindness.  Other countries 
adopted the 5-dot symbol                     for blindness and 
its compatible #15 for deafness.  The VC would need to 
include #14 for design consistency.  

Additional Panels, Category H
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Examples:  Vulnerable road 

users 
(non-motorized 
road users & 
light vehicles)

Varies according 
to sign 

See road user symbols within sections A (especially 
TRAFFIC, Non-motorized), B (pedestrians, cycles), 
C (especially 1st page), and D/E/F/G (throughout).  

See also pages 1-4 of Road User Sign Categories at the 
end of this presentation for any symbol of importance.  

Many of these would be relevant for G direction signs. 

Examples:  Motorized road 
users

Varies according 
to sign 

See road user symbols within sections A/D/E/F/G 
(throughout) and C (especially 1st page).  

See also pages 5-12 of Road User Sign Categories at the 
end of this presentation for any symbol of importance. 

Many of these would be relevant for G direction signs.  

No parking 
towaway area

Widespread Despite the variety, the messages seem understandable.  

Some CPs and NCPs also have signs for 
no parking clamping areas.  

Vehicle class Widespread Vehicles carrying certain classes of hazardous goods
are prohibited from travel through tunnels.  
The message is not delivered 
in a uniform way. 

Additional Panels, Category H
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
As signs for protecting the environment fall into several 
categories, some appear elsewhere in this presentation.  
This section has signs not yet seen and a few repetitions.  

NOISE General   Trucks   Quiet areas   WASTE Sewage   Solid   LAND Fire   WATER Protected areas   AIR Idling   Fuels   Walking/Cycling   Emissions 

No excessive 
noise

None C15, the VC’s noise prohibition, is for vehicle horns only.  

Truck noise 
control

A few NCPs This concept may be impossible to convey without text. 

Quiet area 1 CP;
1 NCP

The only permitted sounds are those to use or maintain 
the area. 

Sewage disposal 
for caravans and 
camper vans

Many CPs; 
Many NCPs

Except for color, #5-6 are harmonized with their 
respective counterparts.  I-SCT’s average in 3
countries of “mobile home”: comprehension 55%.  

Litter control None The positive messages (correct action to perform) 
address pedestrians only.  

Recycling Worldwide The recycling symbol is universal, but a specific sign like  
#7 is rare.  The container in #7 has the recycling symbol.  
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Fire prevention Widespread Most countries have fire prevention road signs that 

warn, prohibit, and/or inform road users.  

Groundwater 
protection area 

OR 
Groundwater 
extraction area

Several 
European CPs 

These signs have a “zonal” quality for drinking water 
protection.  The area has various special regulations, 
such as no waste dumping, no pesticide use, no drilling 
below a certain level, a permit requirement for irrigation 
and other activities, and prohibition of vehicles carrying 
water polluting chemicals.  Instead of #5-7, most CPs use 
EA’s C3n and some use the VC’s C3h.  

Catchment area A few European 
CPs; 
1 NCP  

These signs are similar to those above.  The area they 
cover may have some of the same regulations to protect 
drinking water plus a limitation on amount of paving and 
a requirement that paving materials be porous.  

No idling Several CPs; 
Many NCPs 

Some Quebec signs (#13) have a 3 minute limit on idling. 

One CP has 6 vehicle-specific prohibition signs.   

Turn off engine 1 CP I-SCT’s average in 3 countries: 
comprehension 64%. 
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Alternative fuels Widespread Adding R.E.2’s signs for 2 alternative fuels plus other 

signs for green fuels would be a gesture favoring 
emission control.  

R Electric vehicles Widespread Electric vehicles, from PMVs to cycles, cars, buses, and 
trucks, are considered “environmental.”  However, when 
PMVs replace human-powered walking and electric or 
hybrid cycles replace pedal cycles, the opposite is true.  

Walking & 
cycling

Widespread Signs that exemplify governmental encouragement of 
walking and cycling (instead of car travel) are, in effect, 
environmental signs.  

Additionally, some signs (e.g., #12-15) would increase 
fuel economy and lower vehicle emissions by requiring 
slow driving. 

#1 #2 #3

#4

Signs for the Environment

#14

#10

#8

#7
#6

#5

#11

#16

#15

#13

#12

#17

#9
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Green wave Some European 

CPs mainly in 
urban areas; 
Some NCPs, also 
in urban areas

The signs are often beside traffic signals coordinated for 
continuous traffic flow based on a constant speed.  
Static signs: #1-8 all motor vehicles, #9-10 cycles
VMS: #11-13 all motor vehicles, #14-15 trucks and cycles

#16 end of green wave 
#17 experiment to incorporate speed into signals 

Reasons to add to the VC: The practice eases congestion, saves fuel, 
reduces emissions (CO2, NOx, PM10), and should reduce road rage and 
improve road safety.  The concept is expanding worldwide.  Too many 
designs exist. 
Reasons not to add: The concept is too new.  Countries are still testing it.  
These signs are in very few national codes.  Most road users probably 
recognize the signs despite the many variations.  Lack of comprehension 
does not seem to create a major hazard. 

#1 #2 #3
#4

Signs for the Environment

#6#5

#12

#7

#9

#8

#10 #11 #13

#16

#17

#15#14

Detail of #16
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Low emission 
zone

15 CPs; 
2 NCPs

Harmonizing these signs to any great extent would be 
difficult.  Type and number of emissions categories vary 
from country to country and often within cities in a 
country.  Most LEZ signs are based on a prohibition.  Due 
to their visual complexity, most detail is not shown here 
to allow for a clear look at the basic message.  The same 
signs with their specifics are on the next 2 slides.  

.  
There are 4 types of roundels: center 
is blank (C2), center has text, center 
has vehicle(s) (C3a/d/e, C4a), and 
center has a polluting vehicle.  

More than 1 sign is included for 
several countries.  

If an LEZ sign is added to the VC, 
guidance may be given for arranging 
the various elements in the sign and 
H panel to promote some uniformity. 

#29 is posted only during temporary incidents.  

#1 #2 #3 #5

Signs for the Environment

#6

#9 #10 #11

#4

#12 #13

#17

#16#15#14

#18 #20 #21 #22#19

#26 #28#27

#23

#7 #8

#24

#29

#25
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments

.  Some LEZ signs of 14 CPs are represented here.  

#1 #2 #3

#8

Signs for the Environment

#4

#5
#6

#7

#9

#10

#12#11

#13

#14

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbol Meaning Usage Comments

Some LEZ signs of 2 NCPs are represented here.  

Clean air zone 1 NCP The UK has CAZs in various cities.  Most localities charge 
for entering a CAZ based on vehicle type and its Euro 
class.  Fees are paid online.  

LEZ Avoidance 2 NCPs At least 2 countries have official signs for routing drivers 
away from LEZs.  One NCP has G signs for routing drivers 
away from congestion charging areas.  

Congestion 
charging

1 CP; 
2 NCPs

Cities worldwide have implemented or experimented 
with C zones, but few have 
official signs or symbols.  
The UK and Iran enforce  
the zones with cameras. 

Low emission 
vehicle

1 CP Finland has introduced an H panel that complements its 
parking and no parking signs.  The panel informs drivers 
of reduced parking fees for low CO2 emitting vehicles.  

#1 #2

#3

#8

Signs for the Environment

#4 #5

#6

#7

#9 #10
#11

#13#12

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
These “signs” are vehicle-mounted stickers or badges.  
Those that classify a vehicle’s level of emissions are 
known as ecostickers.  

At least 10 CPs currently require ecostickers.  

Ecostickers vary in shape, color, simplicity, complexity, 
and classification in numerals or alphabetic letters.  

#1 #4

#2

#7

#5

#6

#3

#8

Signs for the Environment

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
VMS disharmonization in 13 European countries was 
documented more than a decade ago, but VMS are still 
not in the VC.  R.E.2 contains only a few VMS versions of 
VC signs plus a few non-VC signs.  Newer VMS of non-VC 
signs are even less harmonized with other VMS and with 
their fixed sign counterparts than the VMS in R.E.2. 

WEATHER Rain   Snow   Frost   Fog   INCIDENTS Crashes   Wrong-way drivers   Breakdowns   Traffic management   CLOSED   INACTIVE   REMINDERS

Rain A few CPs; 
A few NCPs

VMS with rain symbols are relatively rare.  The sign seen 
most often during heavy rain is for slippery road (#4).  

Snow Widespread in 
cold climates

Spain’s color-coded VMS (#6) ranges from relatively mild 
limitations (green) to strict (yellow), stricter (red), and 
finally to road closed (black).  Other signs paired with 
snow warnings include speed limit, snow tires, slippery, 
no overtaking, etc.  

Frost/Ice 1 CP; 
1 NCP 

The Czech VMS informs drivers that certain road 
surfaces are colder than ambient air temperatures and 
therefore prone to slipperiness.  Canada delivers the 
same message on a static sign.  

#1

#2

#5

#3

#6

#7

#4

Variable Message Signs
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Fog Fairly 

widespread
VMS for fog may alert drivers without other signs or 
paired with signs for low beams, speed limit (advised or 
maximum), following distance, advised diversion, etc.  

Fire 2 NCPs The fires may relate to vehicle crashes or to off-road 
fires that affect the road ahead or side roads.  

Crash has 
occurred 

Widespread Some CPs and NCPs use R.E.2’s symbol, but not all. 
Sweden’s VMS is A32 plus an H panel in text.  
I-SCT’s average in 3 countries 
of this static sign: 
comprehension 48%. 

Wrong-way 
drivers

1 CP; 
1 NCP

Signs alone cannot fix this problem.  

Vehicle 
breakdown

2 CPs I-SCT’s average in 3 countries of this static sign: 
comprehension 21%.  
Mr. Egger believes heat waves 
would add comprehensibility.  

See also Breakdown area in section G for fixed versions of #10. 

Traffic 
congestion

Widespread One member suggests adopting a uniform speed limit 
to avoid enlarging detected traffic congestion.  

#1 #2

#4

Variable Message Signs

#3

#5

#6

#7

#9

#8

#10

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.* 
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Green wave 2 CPs;

1 NCP
Most green wave signs are not VMS.  

Closed 
road  
tunnel
lane 

Many CPs; 
Many NCPs 

R.E.2’s VMS is #1 for closed road and #5 for closed lane.  
How to apply their symbols to other VMS or to static 
signs is not entirely clear.  

See also use of X symbol in Additional Panels.  

Objects/obstacles 
on road

None Mr. Egger is offering this new concept to warn drivers of 
objects large enough to cause swerving.  This hazard 
may be due to unsecure loads, rollovers, or crashes. 

Inactive signals 1 CP; 
Several NCPs 

VMS often do not match their fixed sign counterparts.  
The symbol seen most often for non-working traffic 
signals is an X in a variety of colors.  

Use seat belt Several CPs; 
Several NCPs

This is an example of utilizing VMS for reminder signs. 

#1

#2

#4

#3

#5

#6

#7

#9

#8

Variable Message Signs
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Reminder signs do not have specific installation sites.  
They are usually accompanied by text.  

Safety belt 
reminder

Worldwide Many variations exist, including images of a seat belt 
only.  The symbol is often seen in a mandatory sign.  
Responsible party: GRSP (#1-2). 

No drinking and 
driving

Worldwide The message must also be defined as no excessive 
drinking before driving or riding. 

No texting while 
driving  

OR  
No phone use 
while driving

Becoming 
worldwide

Posting this message is advisable near schools, parks, 
streetlights, and heavy traffic areas.  Some communities 
have signs for no texting while walking.

A prohibition on phone use is included on 
Bosnia & Herzegovina’s general speed limit 
sign (#8). 

Detail from #8

#1

#2

#4

Reminder Signs

#3

#5

#6

#7

#8
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
No littering Worldwide Nearly all ”no littering” signs address pedestrians, yet 

drivers and their passengers contribute to the problem.  
The message may be negative (prohibition, incorrect 
behavior) or positive (correct behavior). 

Wear a helmet 
when riding a 
motorbike

Becoming 
worldwide

The message must also pertain to mopeds and to all 
passengers on motorized bikes.  
The helmet should meet motorbike safety standards. 

Wear a helmet 
when riding a 
pedal cycle

High income 
countries

The helmet should meet pedal cycle safety standards.  
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mother_Puts_Helmet_on_Child_with_Bicycle_-
_Framed_Bike_Safety_Sign.png; Sign image courtesy of Mcha6677, 2018.) 

Use your turn 
signal 

1 CP This H panel is seen below B1 and D1 signs in Austria.  
There is also a larger version that states “beim Verlassen 
blinken!”  The panel’s effectiveness is questionable.  A 
better venue for this message and many other reminder 
messages would be VMS.  

#2

#4

Reminder Signs

#3

#1

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
These plates may be mounted on vehicles temporarily or 
permanently.  This section is considered temporary here 
because the plates do not remain at a fixed location. 

DRIVERS Limitations   Professions   PASSENGERS Buses   VEHICLES Limitations   Cargo   Trailers

Learner driver 
OR 

Training vehicle

Worldwide When alphabetic symbol are used, they vary based on 
national language and will often be incomprehensible to 
non-natives.  

Novice driver Several CPs; 
Several NCPs

For alphabetical symbols, same as above.  Frequent use 
of the letter P is for the concept of probation.  

Rules may apply, e.g., no driving on motorways, no 
involvement in crashes, and/or zero blood alcohol level.  
Duration of probationary periods vary from 6 months to 
2 years. 

Adopting Slovakia’s design could harmonize
the plates by only changing the letter. 

#1 #2 #3

Vehicle-Mounted Plates

#11

#9

#4 #5

#7 #8

#6

#10

#16

#12 #13 #14

#15

#18

#17

#19
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Deaf driver or 
rider 

Several CPs;
Several NCPs

Use may be required or voluntary.  #1 & #2 are the main 
symbols, but more exist.  Text instead of symbols is often 
seen  too.  #2 would be more for compatible with R.E.’s 
sign for blindness. 

Disabled driver Worldwide The symbol has existed for a long time in various colors.  
Responsible party: WP.1. 

Seat belt  
exemption for 
medical reason

1 CP; 
1 NCP

In R.E.1 (#7).  The extent of the plates usage is unclear. 

Doctor E European CPs The plate usually entitles the driver to parking privileges 
and priority on the road in emergency situations.  Other 
countries identify doctors by license plate letters. 

Seat belts on 
buses

1 CP In Lithuania, buses equipped with seat belts have a sign 
near each seat that orders passengers to use seat belts.  

School bus Some European 
CPs 

In R.E.1 (#11).  The plate is to be on the bus front or 
back, but it is also seen on the side.  Is this plate more fit 
for its purpose than the new VC children symbol?  School 
buses are easily identified anyway by their yellow color.  
Some CPs vary the sign design (e.g., #12). 

#1

#2

Vehicle-Mounted Plates

#8

#7

#5

#6

#4

#10

#9

#3

#11 #12
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Slow-moving 
vehicle 

CPs;
Some NCPs 

The plate is not always understood where it is used. 
Comprehension 33% in US, 27% in US by day and night, 
22% in Canada.  Responsible party: WP.29. 

Articulated 
vehicle

! CP; 
2 NCPs

Maximum vehicle 
speed limit

A few CPs; 
A few NCPs 

The plate is usually applied to heavy trucks, hazardous 
goods vehicles, and vehicles transporting children. 

Studded tires A few CPs in 
cold climates

An NCP has a vehicle-mounted triangular 
plate for tire chains and a prohibition sign 
for vehicles equipped with tire chains.  

Two CPs have a prohibition sign for
vehicles equipped with studded tires.  

Projection plates Many CPs Affixed to a wide load’s front and rear edges that 
overhang the vehicle’s front or rear.  
The UK rules (#8): Affixed when the overhang exceeds 
the vehicle’s front or rear by >2 m.  Must use with plates 
on rows 12 or 13 on next slide.

#1

#3

Vehicle-Mounted Plates

#2

#4

#12

#5

#6
#7

#8

#9

#10

#11
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Rear marking plates, 
heavy and long trucks, 
Classes 1 & 3

Worldwide Due to the direction of the stripes, overtaking 
appears permitted on either side of the truck. 
Responsible party: WP.29.

Rear marking plates, 
heavy and long trucks, 
Classes 2 & 4

Worldwide Responsible party: WP.29.

GHS pictograms Worldwide Responsible party: WP.15. 

Non-GHS pictograms Worldwide for 
older signs 
(bottom row)

#1 & #3 lack discriminability.  Professional sign 
designers should have been consulted. 
Responsible party: ECOSOC Committee. 

#2 #3

Vehicle-Mounted Plates

LEFT           RIGHT

LEFT           RIGHT

#1
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Temporary road 
conditions

Worldwide Red and white slanted stripes have become a universal 
symbol on mobile trailers as a way to catch road user 
attention.  The trailers are used mainly to direct and 
slow down traffic during road work.  They also have 
many other purposes, such as deployment when crashes 
occur or when traffic becomes congested.  

#1

#3

Vehicle-Mounted Plates

#2

#4

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Countries do not use a manual Go sign at school 
crossings.  Lowering the Stop sign gives drivers and 
riders permission to proceed.  

STOP School   STOP Road work   GO Road work 

Stop while 
students are 
crossing

Widespread These paddles are held by school crossing guards or 
sometimes older students.  

The Netherlands sign (#7) for school crossing guard 
contains an image of it paddle.  

The paddles of Austria and Germany (#8) are very small, 
but they appear to be as effective as large paddles. 

#1 #2

#3 #4

Handheld Signs

#6#5

#7 #8

#9
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Stop for road 
work

Widespread The message is delivered by a road worker holding a 
paddle on a long pole.  The message seems 
comprehensible in context: traffic must alternate on a 
single lane serving two-way traffic.  

Proceed slowly Many NCPs The reverse side of the paddle will say Slow or Go or 
have a symbol meaning Go.  Slow implies more caution 
than Go and is the preferable message.  

It is safe to 
proceed

Many CPs; 
Many NCPs 

Police occasionally use Stop and Slow or Go paddles

#1 #2

#3 #4

Handheld Signs

#6#5

#7 #8

#12

#9

#13

#10

#14

#11
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Portable signs may be static or electronic on wheels.  
Except for long-term projects, portable signs are seen at 
road work sites, crash sites, and disaster areas.  The 
signs are almost always temporary.  

See the Temporary section for road work and emergency signs. 

Give way to/stop 
for pedestrians

A few NCPs An example of permanent portable signs are the US 
signs for pedestrian crossings that are placed in mid-
road near schools and at certain pedestrian crossings.  

Vehicle 
breakdown

Worldwide One of the most widely seen portable signs is carried by 
motorists to display in case of a vehicle mishap.  #5 is 
the “standard” sign.  It has many slight variations and 
also other sign designs.  for

Loading/
unloading

1 CP This portable sign model is almost always non-specific.  
The exception in Sweden, where at least 7 different 
specific signs are used.  

#1 #2 #3 #4

Portable Signs

#6

#7

#5
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
The 1949 Geneva Protocol contained 3 hand signals used 
by traffic controllers.  These were not retained in the 
1968 VC.  Hand signals are included in many national 
signs codes.  Examining them reveals harmonization is 
lacking.  For instance, depending on country, at least 6 
different gestures mean ”stop”.  Hand signals are used by 
motor vehicle drivers, motorcyclists, cyclists, animal cart 
drivers, horse riders, traffic police, and other types of 
traffic controllers.  They must be understood when the 
signaler is traveling in the same direction as the driver or 
approaching from the opposite direction.  Some of the 
gestures are for pulling out, overtaking, moving left or 
right, turning left or right, slowing, and stopping,  

Turn left                        Turn right                                          Stop

At a time when governments are promoting cycling and 
seeking to improve cyclist safety, cyclist hand signaling is 
worth evaluating for its comprehensibility to drivers and 
for its ability to be harmonized among cyclists and 
among riders and drivers of all types of vehicles.  

Turn left                                   Turn right                                Stop of slow

These gestures by drivers are widely used, but not 
everywhere.  

Both diagrams are for the US. 

Hand Signals

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbols Meaning A C D1 D2 D3 E F G1 G2 H Temp VMS

VULNERABLE ROAD USERS

Disabled persons X X X X X X

Blind persons X

Deaf persons X

Children X X

Seniors X X X

Pedestrians, 
along road X X X X X X X X X

Hitchhikers X X

Pedestrians, 
crosswalk X X X X X X

Pedestrians, 
crossing no marks X X X X X X X

Road User Sign Categories

Dark-shaded box  =  the VC has an independent sign for this road user; it does not count if the symbol is used on an H panel 
An X in a light-shaded box  =  the sign’s symbol may be applied to this category 
Ignore the signs with dark-shaded boxes because they are already in the Convention, unless you want that sign added to more categories 
Also ignore the extra D and G categories; this was part of a different project 

1

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbols Meaning A C D1 D2 D3 E F G1 G2 H Temp VMS

Peds/cyclists, 
crossing in 1 lane X X X X

Peds/cyclists, 
crossing in 2 lanes X X X X

Skaters X X X X X

Racers X

School crossing 
guards X

Surveyors X

Flaggers X

Road workers X X X

Skiers, 
on road & crossing X X X

Skiers, 
crossing X X X

Sledders X X

Road User Sign Categories 2

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbols Meaning A C D1 D2 D3 E F G1 G2 H Temp VMS

Snowshoers X X X X X

Herders or drovers X X X X X

Domestic animals, 
small X

Wild animals, 
small X

Rickshaws X X X X X

Handcarts X X X

Horse riders X X X X X X X X

Dogsledders X X

PMVs, electric: 
Segways X X X X

Scooters, electric
(means all PMVs) X X X

Hoverboards
Monowheels X X

Road User Sign Categories 3

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbols Meaning A C D1 D2 D3 E F G1 G2 H Temp VMS

Cyclists, on road or 
crossing X X X X X X X X X X X

Cycles, hybrid or 
electric X X X X

Mountain bikers X X

Cyclists, training or 
racing X X

Cycles, 
passenger X X X X X

Cycles, 
cargo X X X

Vendors X X

Animal carts X X X X X X

Domestic animals, 
large X

Wild animals, large X

Road User Sign Categories 4

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbols Meaning A C D1 D2 D3 E F G1 G2 H Temp VMS

LIGHT MOTOR VEHICLES

Mopeds & 
scooters X X X X X X X X

All terrain vehicles X X X

Snowmobiles X X X X X X X

Forklifts X X

Golf carts X X X

Motorcycles X X X X X X X X

Motorcycles, 
passenger/sidecar X

Tricycle taxis X X X X X X

Definition varies:
Slow vehicles 
Farm vehicles 
Tractors 
Lumber transport

X X X X X X X

Road User Sign Categories 5

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbols Meaning A C D1 D2 D3 E F G1 G2 H Temp VMS

Passenger cars X X X X X X X X

HOV X X X X X

Taxis, 4 wheels X X X X X X

4x4s X X X X

Cars, hybrid or 
electric X X X X X

Cars with tow X X

Cars with caravan X X X X

Stretch limousines X X X

Road User Sign Categories 6

VC car symbol meaning varies on different signs.  Some CPs already use a car side view to designate travel lanes for cars.  
The definitions below are general and do not contain specifics that the VC does not address. 

*

*
SIGNS VIEW REPRESENTATION SIGNS VIEW REPRESENTATION

A 3c/d, 6 Side All vehicles C 10 Side Cars
A 8, 9a/b Back All vehicles C 13aa/ab Back, left Cars, heavy motor vehicles
A 24 Back All motor vehicles C 13aa/ab Back, right Cars, heavy motor vehicles, sidecar motorcycles
A 10 Front All motor vehicles C 13ba/bb Back All motor vehicles  (VC unclear)
C 3a, 4a/b Front Cars, heavy motor vehicles, sidecar motorcycles E 6 Front Motor vehicles, except certain slow or lightweight motor vehicles

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbols Meaning A C D1 D2 D3 E F G1 G2 H Temp VMS

LIGHT TO HEAVY MOTOR VEHICLES

Emergency 
vehicles X X X X

Police X X X X

Ambulances X X X X X

Fire engines X X X X X

Wrong-way 
drivers X

MEDIUM TO HEAVY MOTOR VEHICLES

Vans X X X

Minibuses X X X X X

Minibuses with 
tow X X

Buses X X X X X X X X X

Road User Sign Categories 7

Egger image

**

Definitions vary: e.g., for passengers only (Netherlands), delivery van (Finland)**
M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.*

*



Symbols Meaning A C D1 D2 D3 E F G1 G2 H Temp VMS

Local buses X X

Intercity buses X X X X X X X

Bus stops on cycle 
route X X

Tour buses X X X X X X X X X

School buses X X X

Buses with tow X X X

Trolleybuses X X X

Caravans, 
motorized X X X

Trucks X X X X X X X X

Farm trucks X X X

Road User Sign Categories 8

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbols Meaning A C D1 D2 D3 E F G1 G2 H Temp VMS

Sweeper trucks X X

Dump trucks X X X

Tow trucks X

Snowplows X X X X

Backhoe trucks X X X X

Mowing trucks X X X X

Utility trucks or 
tree trimmers X X X X

Trucks carrying 
hazardous goods X X X X X X X X

Trucks carrying 
explosives X X X X X X X X

Trucks carrying 
water pollutants X X X X X X X X

Armored cars X X X

Road User Sign Categories 9

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbols Meaning A C D1 D2 D3 E F G1 G2 H Temp VMS

Trucks with tows X X

Tractor trailers X X

Very heavy trucks X X X X X X X

Tall trucks X X X X X X

Wide trucks X X X X X X X X

Long trucks X X X X X X X X

Flatbed trucks X X X X

Logging trucks X X X X X

Road trains X X X X X X X X

Tracked vehicles 
(snow) X X

Military tanks X X X X X X X

Road User Sign Categories 10

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbols Meaning A C D1 D2 D3 E F G1 G2 H Temp VMS

Trams X X X X X

Tram stops on 
cycle route X X

Trains X X X

Train stations 
along cycle route X X

Rail transport for 
cars X X X

Car sleeper trains X X X

Rail transport for 
trucks X X

Ferries X X X X

Passenger ferries X X X X

Ferries for 
cycling/walking X X

Road User Sign Categories 11

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbols Meaning A C D1 D2 D3 E F G1 G2 H Temp VMS

Car ferries X X X X

Truck ferries X X X

Car/truck ferries X X X

Container ships X X X

OTHER TRAFFIC

Low-flying aircraft X X

Airport X X X

Low-flying 
helicopters X X

Heliport X X X

NEW CONCEPTS

Self-driving cars X X X X X X X

Self-driving trucks X X X X X X X

Road User Sign Categories 12

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Courtesy of K. Jakubec, Czech Republic.  “Tsunami Warning Signs on the Beach of the Island Ko Poda in the Krabi Province, Thailand,” 2018.  Cropped. 

Thank You

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.
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